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- This is work that I did as an undergraduate at Oregon State University with Dr. Bob 
Uttl
- Feel free to ask clarifying questions, but please save other comments for the end.
- The title is...
- The key thing to note about the title is that by “unfamiliar,” I mean unfamiliar to the 
programmer--not weird, or odd in any way.
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• To successfully modify and maintain a system, programmers must 
comprehend many things:

- The programming languages used to implement a system

- The programming environment (debuggers, editors, version 
control systems, and other tools)

- The system itself

• Most studies of comprehension address unfamiliarity with one of 
these in isolation

• How does unfamiliarity with the whole programming system 
influence comprehension?

Motivation

- The question addressed in this study was “how does unfamiliarity with a whole 
programming system influence comprehension?”
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• Why is it important to consider unfamiliarity with the whole 
system?

- Programmers often gain understanding of a system, an 
environment, and languages simultaneously (not in 
isolation)

• But are still expected to successfully understand, test, 
and debug code

- Models of program comprehension make predictions about 
this situation

• i.e., Knowledge transferred from other systems will 
mostly determine strategy, strategies will be more 
exploratory

- No data to support these predictions

Motivation

The key contribution of this study was to provide such data.
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1. What comprehension strategies do programmers use when  
unfamiliar with a whole programming system?

2. What individual differences predict these strategies?

3. How do these individual differences and strategies affect 
debugging performance?

Research Questions

There were three questions we set out to answer
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Experiment Design
• Participants were introduced to a programmable statistics 

environment

• Exploratory study

- All participants given same materials, exposure

- Only experimental variables were individual differences

• 75 participants from computer science, psychology, and other 
courses (statistics & engineering)

- ~25 from each category 

• Varying experience with math, statistics, and programming

• All participants had at least one course in introductory statistics 
and experience with hypothesis testing

- (But no experience with the statistics environment)
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• Stata: a commercial, programmable statistics environment

• Textual, interpreted, imperative programming language

• Online help for language syntax and libraries

The Unfamiliar Programming System

Command
history

 Variables in 
the data set

Output 
window

Command 
entry area
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Experiment Procedure
• A 50-minute battery of tests

- Vocab27: a coarse measure of IQ

- Problem-Solving Test: a measure of general 
problem solving ability 

- Statistics Test: a measure of basic statistics and 
hypothesis testing knowledge

- Background questionnaire: age, major, gender, 
experience with and attitudes towards stats 
software, math, computers, and programming

• 10-minute tutorial on Stata

• Problem 1: a programming problem; practice using 
environment and language

• Problem 2: a debugging problem; focus of this talk

Vocab27

10-min Stata tutorial

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem-Solving Test

Statistics Test

Background 
Questionnaire

- The tutorial taught the high-level concepts behind the statistics environment
 - A data set has a certain number of samples, and many different variables for each 
sample
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• Program was supposed visualize the influence of outliers on 
the p-value of a t-test:

- Ran 10 t-tests

- After each test, inserted 5 outliers into data set

- 1st test inserted 5 ones, 2nd test inserted 5 twos, ...

- Graphed 10 p-values against the value of outliers inserted

Debugging Problem

This was the graph that was supposed to be produced

If you don’t understand the task, don’t worry: you won’t have to do it!
The key thing is that the participants understood the task.
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• But, 4 errors were inserted into the program

Debugging Problem

So instead of this 
smooth curve...

...participants saw this.

So let’s take a look at the program code, and describe each of the errors inserted.
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Creates a new data 
set with 1000 samples

Clears the data set

* Generate two variables for which all observations ;
* are a random number from 0 to 1 ; 
generate rand1 = uniform(); 
generate rand2 = uniform();  

* Next, we need to generate a variable to store the ;
* p-values in. We put 0's in every observation for now. ;
generate pvalues = 0 in 1/100;

* Clear the system before we start! ;
clear;

* First we set the number of observations ;
set obs 1000;  

Problem Code

I should note that I’ve broken it up to fit on these slides, but participants received a 
single file.
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* Then we need to loop through outlier values from 1 to 10,
* at intervals of 1. First, we update the first five 
observations ;
* of variable rand1. Then, we run an unpaired t-test between the ;
* two variables. Finally, we place the p-value in the pvalues ;
* variable, in the current row. ;
for num 10/1: replace rand1 = X in 1/5 \
 
              ttest rand1 = rand2, unpaired \ 

              replace pvalues = r(p) in X;  

Creates a variable to store 
the p-values calculated

Creates two variables with a random 
number for each of the 1000 samples

Problem Code

Should be 10 p-values, not 100
(the “pvalues error”)

* Generate two variables for which all observations ;
* are a random number from 0 to 1 ; 
generate rand1 = uniform(); 
generate rand2 = uniform();  

* Next, we need to generate a variable to store the ;
* p-values in. We put 0's in every observation for now. ;
generate pvalues = 0 in 1/100;

* Clear the system before we start! ;
clear;

* First we set the number of observations ;
set obs 1000;  
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* Next, we need to generate a variable to store the ;
* p-values in. We put 0's in every observation for now. ;
generate pvalues = 0 in 1/100;

Loops from 10 
down to 1

Problem Code
Should be looping from 1 to 10 

(the “for loop error”)

Inserts 5 
outliers into 

the first 
variable

Runs a t-test 
between the two 
variablesSaves the resulting p-value

* Then we need to loop through outlier values from 1 to 10,
* at intervals of 1. First, we update the first five 
observations ;
* of variable rand1. Then, we run an unpaired t-test between the ;
* two variables. Finally, we place the p-value in the pvalues ;
* variable, in the current row. ;
for num 10/1: replace rand1 = X in 1/5 \
 
              ttest rand1 = rand2, unpaired \ 

              replace pvalues = r(p) in X;  
* Generate a variable that contains 1 through 10 ;
generate valueofoutlier = _n in 1/100; 

Didn’t actually affect the data set, but programmers may or may not realize that.
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Creates a variable with 
the numbers 1 through 10

for num 10/1: replace rand1 = X in 1/5 \
 
              ttest rand1 = rand2, unpaired \ 

              replace pvalues = r(p) in X;  

Graphs the numbers 1 through 
10 against the 10 p-values

But the axes are inverted
(the “inverted axes error”)

Should be 10, not 100
(the “valueofoutlier error”)

* Generate a variable that contains 1 through 10 ;
generate valueofoutlier = _n in 1/100; 

* Graph the results, pvalues versus valueofoutlier ;
graph valueofoutlier pvalue, title(p-values of a t-test as the magnitude of outliers increase) connect(l); 

Problem Code

The key difference between the pvalues error  and the valueofoutlier error is the 
comment, which provides specifications in the program code.
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Debugging Problem
• Participants were given 20 minutes to comprehend and debug 

the program

• Participants were told the program had 1 or more errors

• Participants were asked to turn...

this incorrect graph... ...into this smooth curve
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• Participants were recorded over the shoulder

• Screen contents were recorded using screen capture 
software

• ~50 hours of data collected

Data Extraction

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings

- There were a number of phases of data extraction that we used in our analysis 
process;
 - You can see these to the left; we’ll go through each
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• Actions in Stata were transcribed using a coding scheme

- From videotape: speech, writing, reading problem 
description, drawing, pointing to the screen

- From screen capture: actions on windows, menus, 
buttons, cursor pointing, following links, inserting, 
deleting text, searches for help, running program, 
executing commands, error feedback

• Final transcripts included more than 33,000 actions

• Checked for errors, semantic integrity, reliability

0422 C generate age = 25 in 10000~@
0435 WIN H MV <out of the way>
0445 H generate@
0446 RUN
0447 U Okay, that's not lookin right.

Data Extraction

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings

Second phase was to take those ~50 hours of recordings and extract all of the actions participants 
performed while working.

Coding scheme was created and two coders were trained to capture from video and screen.

Final transcripts included 33,000 actions
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• Brainstormed 200 measures of comprehension actions

• Created a metric definition language to automatically 
extract measures from transcripts

• 132 with good reliability & distributions analyzed

Data Extraction

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings

#(/(H|S)/ any /.*generate.*/ none)

Searches for help on generate command

#(seq(RUN none 7 RUN none none))

Number of back to back executions of program

totaldur(pair(RE none EX any 
none))Total time spent reading the problem description

The next step was to extract measurements from these actions.

Note that these measures are particular to Stata

With this data, we can take a short detour and look at the overall performance.
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• Debugging trends

- valueofoutlier error most frequently found

- Inverted axes error least frequently found

- Most fixed no errors or some combination of 
the valueofoutlier and pvalue errors

- Those who fixed inverted axes error tended to fix 
other errors

• Predictors of debugging success

- Positive attitudes towards computers 
and math predicted success on fixing the 
valueofoutlier error

- Math abilities and statistics software 
experience predicted success fixing the 
inverted axes error

Debugging Performance

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings

Note, that I’ll only be citing significant results in these slides, unless I note otherwise
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Changes to familiar commands

Changes to erroneous commands

Inspection of specification

Guess and check behavior

Information seeking

Cyclic behavior

. . .

Data Extraction
• 132 measures of comprehension actions aggregated by 

similarity

• Resulted in 22 measures of comprehension behaviors

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings

For example, the "Changed Comments" behavior was a mean of four measures from the previous 
phase.

With these measures of comprehension behaviors, we can see what behaviors influenced debugging 
performance.
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• Those who fixed the pvalues error tended to 

- inspect and modify the pvalues command more

• Those who fixed the valueofoutlier error and 
inverted axes error tended to

- Inspect familiar commands less

- Inspect the graph more

• Those who fixed the for loop error tended to 

- inspect more examples in the online help

- inspect familiar commands less

Comprehension 
Behaviors & Debugging

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings
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Cyclic 

behavior

Use of 

examples

Information 

seeking
. . .

Hierarchical 

Cluster Analysis

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Data Extraction

• Hierarchical cluster analysis performed on the 22 
measures of comprehension behavior

• Resulted in 3 distinct comprehension strategies

Measures of
Comprehension 

Actions

Comprehension 
Behaviors

Stata Actions
(transcripts)

Comprehension 
Strategies

Video and 
Screen 

Recordings

Each cluster was described by these 22 measures of behavior

Let’s go ahead and consider each of the clusters individually
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Behaviors

Mor
e

Information seeking
GUI use (instead of command use)

Less
Inspection of graph output
Inspection of erroneous commands
Inspection of specifications

Cluster 1
• Tended to be computer science and other majors

- 27% of participants

- Average programming experience

• Lowest average # errors fixed (1.0 of 4)

• 65% fixed valueofoutlier error

65% fixed the valueofoutlier error, significantly more than clusters 2 and 3
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Cluster 1
• Strategy?

- Focused on valueofoutlier command, seeking lots of information

- Ignored graph, problem specs, rest of program

- Seems to be depth-first strategy, focused on fixing a single 
command

• Predictors of strategy?

- Average programming experience

• Influence of strategy on debugging?

- As a group, very successful at fixing valueofoutlier error

- Unsuccessful at debugging overall

Let’s go through each of the research 
questions
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Cluster 2
• Tended to be psychology and other majors

- 53% of participants

- Below average programming experience

• Fixed 1.65 / 4 errors on average

Behaviors

Mor
e

Inspection of graph output
Inspection of problem specification

Less

Information seeking
Cyclic behavior
Use of commands
Inspection of erroneous 
commands
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Cluster 2
• Strategy?

- Inspected the graph and problem specs, but little other activity

- Lack of programming experience suggests strategy may have 
been driven by task anxiety

• Predictors of strategy?

- Below average programming experience

• Influence of strategy on debugging?

- More successful overall than cluster 1

- No strength at a particular error, unlike cluster 1
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Cluster 3
• Tended to be computer science and other majors

- 20% of participants

- Above average programming experience

- More positive attitudes towards experiment

• Highest average # errors fixed (2.0 of 4)

Behaviors

More

Inspection of each command
Attention to errors from Stata
Inspection of graph output
Use of commands
Cyclic & guess and check behavior

Less
Use of GUIs
Inspection of problem 
specification
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Cluster 3
• Strategy?

- Inspected every command and graph output

- Repeated actions and exhibited guess and check behavior

- Seems to be breadth-first strategy, focused on comprehension

- Much like the debugging strategies of expert programmers

• Predictors of strategy?

- Above average programming experience

• Influence of strategy on debugging?

- More successful than other strategies (2.0 of 4 errors)

- No strength at a particular error, unlike cluster 1

If we look at each of the errors in detail, we can see other interesting 
trends
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for num 10/1: replace rand1 = X in 1/5 \
 
              ttest rand1 = rand2, unpaired \ 

              replace pvalues = r(p) in X;  

• Did not affect program output

• In the longest command in the program

• Still, about a third of each cluster spent the time to fix it

- Suggests that complex program segments are attention grabbers 
regardless of strategy

- But strategy influenced time spent comprehending the command

For Loop Error
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• Least found error (~20% found it)

- Some participants never ran the program

- Instead, attempted to learn language and environment, 
ignoring key debugging strategy of inspecting output

• Participants successful at fixing inverted axes error had more 
experience with math, statistics software, and computers

• Suggests that participants with relevant domain knowledge  
were better able to deduce the error from the graph

Inverted Axes Error

* Graph the results, pvalues versus valueofoutlier ;
graph valueofoutlier pvalue, title(p-values of a t-test as ...
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• valueofoutlier command had specifications embedded in comment, 
pvalue command did not

- Twice as many participants fixed valueofoutlier error

- Those who fixed the error more likely to fix pvalue error

- Suggests that specifications in comments can greatly influence 
debugging in unfamiliar environments

• valueofoutlier command used “_n” variable reference

- Those who fixed valueofoutlier error had more math experience

- Again, suggests domain knowledge supported comprehension 

pvalue and valueofoutlier Errors

* p-values in. We put 0's in every observation for now. ;
generate pvalues = 0 in 1/100;
  ...
* Generate a variable that contains 1 through 10 ;
generate valueofoutlier = _n in 1/100;
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• Programming strategies were related to programming 
experience

- More experience was related to increased, broader activity

• Overall debugging performance was not predicted by 
intelligence, problem solving ability, or attitudes

- Only programming experience was related

• Performance on specific errors was predicted by greater 
domain-specific knowledge

- Not related to programming experience

- Not related to comprehension strategy (except 
valueofoutlier error for cluster 1)

Summary of Results
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• Comprehension in unfamiliar environments was similar to 
comprehension in familiar environments:

- Expert programmers comprehended more of the program in 
breadth-first manner

- Intermediate programmers proceeded in depth-first manner

- Novice programmers were unable to apply domain knowledge and 
problem solving strategies successfully

• There were some key differences:

- Programming experience was much less predictive of debugging 
performance, suggesting limited knowledge transfer

- Domain-knowledge was more predictive of debugging performance 
than other individual differences

How Does Unfamiliarity 
Influence Comprehension?
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Questions and Comments?


